
met in a
grocery
store,

Mississippi

Aug 1955

grotesque,
subversive

response to
reaction

and impact
on her
future

choices

Media response

The New Republic
- Josephine

Livingstone  and
Lovia Gyarkye  - 22

March 2017

Re-circulating
the legacy of Till

Emmett

History

Both confessed but
were found not
guilty by a white,
male jury

Whitney Biennial
2017

Hannah Black , artist and
writer, wrote an open letter
demanding to remove and
destroy the painting.

Dana Schutz responded
that her painting is not
for sale

Questions and
reflection

Dana Schutz_Open Casket, 2016 (photo by B. Sutton,
Hyperallergic)

Emmett
Louis Till

(1941 -1955)

Carolyn
Bryant

Donham  (b.
1934)

Mother Mamie Till Mobley
decided for an open casket

funeral

She confessed 2017 to
an historian who
pulblished a book am
the case that most of
her claims at trial were

Her husband Roy
Bryant and his half-
brother J.W. Milam
kidnapped and
murderes brutally Till.

Mamie Till Mobley:
'Let the people see

what I see'

She took controll of the
postmortem narrative
and public image and
legacy of her son.
Perhaps not consciously

reference to the spectacle
by public lynching of black
peolpe by white, to warn
them

Hannah Black:
'black suffering is not a

material what white artists can
just make use of' ( Livingstone,

Gyarkye, 2017)

Black spectacle and
hiding the view on

the painting;
engaging with the

audience at
exhibtion

Artist's
intention

gender and
motherhood

Empathy

empathy for Mamie
Till Mobley, beyond

comprehension what
is happening to a

 'I don't know what it is like
to be black in America but I
do know what it is like to be

a mother' (Linvingstone,
Gyarkye, 2017)

Other
paintings

Dana Schutz'The Autopsy of Michael
Jackson, 2005

control of image and
visual politics can be

manipulated by groups in
power

'Art can be a space for
empathy, a vehicle for

connection.'
(Linvingstone,
Gyarkye, 2017)

reasons for
exhibiting

Curators Mia Locks, Christopher Y. Lew: 'by
exhibiting the painting we wanted to acknowledge
the importance of this extremly consequential and
solemn image in American and African American

history and the history of race relations in this
country' (Livingstone, Gyarkye, 2017)

Critical
interrogation of

censorship Hyperallergic  -
Coco Fusco  - 27

March 2017

'I always had issues
with making this

painting, everything
about it. And it is still

uncertain for me'.

 'I’m sure it
has to.'

Citations primary
source Critical reflection

Comments on visuals used:

Other reactions:

Schutz^s
email hacked

rage on social
media

'A group of artists staging enraged
spectatorship before an artwork in a museum

strikes me as an entirely valid symbolic
gesture' and

'There is a deeply puritanical and anti-
intellectual strain in American culture that
expresses itself by putting moral judgment

before aesthetic understanding.' and
'The impact of an individual artist’s single,
non-mass-produced artwork is qualitatively

and quantitatively different from the coercive
power of an advertising campaign or a

Hollywood blockbuster'

'In her statements about the piece, she
does not show any understanding that her
own expression echoes Carolyn Bryant’s
expression, and erases the story of the
victim and his family.' and 'How will you
hear the dead boy’s voice, if you keep

speaking over him?'

position of essentialist on
black and white, offense as

ratio for censorship

Cultural appropriation,
especially of other groups

(gender, race, religion
etc.)

Sensibility to visual
politics and expression of

subjective feelings

aesthetic debate about
problems associated with

depiction of violence

Race relationships and
knowledge

Abstraction as ignorance
and subjective

interrogation of solemn
subject matters?

Color paint versus original
black/white photographs -
Making it inappropriately

more vivid When does is
it become a
spectacle?

Single art work in
relationship to advertising

campaign ?

How much do media
contribute to

commodification and
myth?

Context

Robert Gober 'Sleeping man',
1989

'And Babies', 1969 - anti Vietnam
war poster

Henry Taylor, “THE TIMES THAY AINT A
CHANGING, FAST ENOUGH!, 2017

Who has right
what art is and

not?

Realistic abstract
depiction as

political expression

Jordan Wolfson  'Real Volence ',
2017 - VR of white man beating a

white and on the ground

Stefan J Schaffeld - #513503
Understanding Visual Culture (UVC)
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